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makes the 
grade ... again 
Adrian Peterson was 
awarded the SoCon player 
of the week for the third 
week in a row. 
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wrge-Anne 
has a contest 1 
YOU! 
Do you have any spooky 
ghost stories, poetry or 
artwork? Submit them to us 
and you just might see your 
name in print. 
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Class dropping: 
Do we use it or abuse it? 
i 
Marlow Lemons 
Staff Writer 
With the volume of students dropping 
classes this semester, students are concerned 
with the lack of locations on campus for stu- 
dents to submit drop forms before the final 
drop deadline this Friday. 
According to reports from the Registrar's 
Office, over4,200 students come to drop classes 
each semester during drop week. This leads to 
a high number of students lining up at the 
designated drop building, the Rosenwald Build- 
ing. 
For those students dropping classes this 
semester, the Registrar's Office has set up a 
site in the academic advisement center, lo- 
cated on the first floor of the Williams Center, 
to drop classes. This is due to construction that 
is currently taking place at the Rosenwald 
building, as well as the extension of the drop 
deadline due to the hurricane. The academic 
advisement center is open between 9a.m.-5p.m. 
It has been speculated that the reason stu- 
dents are dropping courses is because it is an 
easier alternative to getting help in difficult 
classes. 
Carole Brown, director of the tutorial cen- 
ter, said she feels that one of the reasons 
students don't ask for help is that they are 
ashamed. 
"I think there's lots of reasons," Brown 
said. "I think one of the biggest is that they 
will be branded if they come here; like there is 
some stigmata they will receive,...somebody 
will think they are stupid. That is what a lot of 
students think and that's why they don't use 
[the center]." 
The total student attendance each year has 
declined since 1996. From the '96-'97 school 
year to the' 97-' 98 year, attendance has dropped 
from 7,068 students to 6,860 students. From 
the '97-'98 school year to the '98-'99 year, 
again it dropped: from 6,860 to 6,716 students. 
Even with an increase of freshmen at GSU 
this school year, the Registrar's Office does 
not expect an increase in the number of stu- 
dents dropping courses this semester. 
According to Sandi Lewis, section supervi- 
sor in the Registrar's Office, the extension of 
the drop date is not due to the increase of the 
freshmen attendance, but the construction of 
their building taking place and Hurricane Floyd. 
Marlow Lemons 
STOP, DROP AND GO: These staff members at the Rosenwald Building wait patiently to 
process students' drop forms. The last day to drop a class is Friday, Oct. 8. 
Outta my way! 
Luke Renfroe 
TAKING CONTROL OF THE BALL: Eagle Amanda Bernard comes up from behind to 
take control of the ball in yesterday's game against South Carolina State. The Eagles 
rolled over SCSU with a score of 9-0. 
Price gouging punished 
By Adam P. Taylor 
Staff Writer 
Many businesses throughout 
Statesboro were taking advantage of 
evacuees from Savannah that were 
forced to take temporary residence here 
by raising prices on hotel rooms and 
gasoline, according to Bill Cloud, a 
spokesman for the Governor's Office 
of Consumer Affairs. 
Since the Statesboro busi- 
nesses are still under in- 
vestigation, no names are 
available. 
Businesses throughout 
Georgia are being fined for 
raisingprices ofhotelrooms 
and gasoline during the re- : 
cent Hurricane Floyd 
evacuation, Cloud said. 
During the evacuation over half a 
million people were forced to flee the 
coastal region of Georgia. Due to the 
immediate nature of the evacuation, 
many lowland residents were not able 
to arrange accommodations elsewhere. 
When the half-million evacuees 
searched for a place to sleep during 
the evacuation, they were presented 
throughout Georgia with consider- 
ably raised prices by hotels and mo- 
tels taking advantage of the situa- 
tion, Cloud said. Raising prices on 
necessary products and services like 
"THERE WERE OVER 200 HOTELS THAT 
WERE FINED $2,000 PER COUNT OF 
PRICE GAUGING." 
— BILL CLOUD, SPOKESMAN FOR THE 
GOVERNOR'S OFFICE OF CONSUMER AFFAIRS 
gasoline and hotel rooms is illegal in 
a state of emergency, and is known 
as price gouging. 
Gas stations, hotels, motels, and 
all other businesses in demand dur- 
ing the evacuation were practicing 
price gauging, Cloud said. 
"There were over 200 hotels that 
were fined $2,000 per count of price 
gauging," said Cloud "and many of the 
hotels had multiple counts stacked up 
against them." 
If the businesses are taken to court, 
the judge can then increase the fines 
to upwards of $5,000. If the counts 
against the businesses 
have to do with the eld- 
erly or the handicapped, 
then the fines are auto- 
matically doubled. 
The last time some- 
thing like this happened 
was a few years ago when 
^^^^^ a wave of tornadoes hit 
the city of Roswell in suburban At- 
lanta. In this case the major busi- 
nesses that were price gauging were 
tree removal services and roofing 
contractors. Almost all of the viola- 
tors who were caught price gouging 
were fined, Cloud said. 
Foy recital hall renamed 
By Claudia Alexander 
Staff Writer 
The recital hall in the Foy Fine Arts 
Building has a new name in honor of a 
longtime GSU supporter, Carol A. 
Carter. It was officially named last 
week following a faculty recital. 
Carter's son, Harry Carter, a GSU 
alumni and former administrator, was 
a guest speaker at the event and said 
he was impressed and gratified by 
GSU's reception. 
"I think this was a wonderful 
evening," Carter said. "It honored 
my mother greatly, who really ap- 
preciated and loved music. I owe a 
great debt to the Jenkins family for 
(the generous gift they provided, 
and to Georgia Southern for the 
way they received the gift. They set 
up a gratifying program." 
The recital and dedication drew a 
sizeable crowd. Speakers at the dedi- 
cation included David Mathews, chair 
of the music department, Harry Carter 
and Bruce Grube, GSU president. All 
said that they enjoyed the show and 
expressed their gratitude and thanks. 
The audience stayed for the reception 
in the Foy lobby, where Grube spoke 
on behalf of the school. 
"The gift from the Carter and 
Jenkins families have provided tre- 
mendous support to the music de- 
partment, allowing us to provide for 
our superb music students," Grube 
said. "The university is extraordi- 
narily grateful to the families for their 
support and incredible gift." 
The first Carol A. Carter scholars 
had received notification of having re- 
ceived the scholarship prior to the dedi- 
cation. Scholarship recipients include 
four undergraduates, Amanda 
McKinney, Cathryn Cook, Jay Lam- 
bert and Chris Connoly; and three 
graduate students, Heidi Bindhammer, 
Diane O'Brien and Lauren Ringwall. 
Carol Anderson Carter was an 
accomplished pianist and highly ac- 
tive church member who lead a full 
and fulfilling life in this area. In 
honor of her love of music, a half of 
a million dollar music endowment 
was established in her name by her 
sister-in-law, MildredC. Jenkins. The 
first seven students who received 
these new scholarship benefits were 
present at the dedication. 
Retirement banquet scheduled for Stallings 
Special to the G-A 
Jack Stallings, one of the winningest head coaches 
in the history of college baseball, will be honored 
with a retirement banquet Friday, Oct. 8 at the 
Historic Savannah DeSoto Hilton. 
The Stallings' retirement celebration, sponsored 
by the GSU Intercollegiate Athletics Department 
and Southern Boosters, Inc., will feature guest speak- 
ers representing all phases of his successful 39-year 
head coaching career. 
Stallings, who announced his retirement from the 
GSU head baseball coaching position May 24,1999, 
after 24 seasons at the Eagles' helm, finished his 
career with a 1,258-796-5 (.612) record. Since 
1960, he served as head coach at Wake Forest for 
nine seasons (152-108), Florida State for six years 
(248-107) and at Georgia Southern since 1976 (858- 
581-5). 
The "Celebration of a Legend" will begin with a 
6:30 p.m. reception before following with a 7:15 
p.m. dinner in the Grand Ballroom located on the 
first floor of the historic Savannah hotel. 
The list of featured speakers include David Osinski 
(President, American Baseball Foundation), Bill 
Wilhelm (former head coach, Clemson University), 
Mark Strucher (1979 Georgia Southern All-Ameri- 
can player), Pat Williams (former Wake Forest 
player, General Manager of the Orlando Magic), 
Walter Summer (1963 Florida State All-American 
player), Bill Griffin (1962 Georgia Southern National 
Championship Team member), Jody Pollock (current 
Georgia Southern player) and Sam Baker (Georgia 
Southern Director of Athletics). 
Jack Stallings 
File photo 
Tickets' will be available through Thursday by 
calling Southern Boosters, Inc. at (912) 681-5520. 
The cost for the celebration is $75 per person. 
SPORTS   6♦LIFESTYLES   8 ♦ CLASSIFIEDS 9 
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POLICE BEAT 
-  
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Statesboro Police Department 
October 4 
•Ceroy Addison, 19, of 1707 Chandler 
Rd. Apt.#l 10. was charged with driving on 
a suspended license, no proof of insurance, 
and headlights required. 
October 3 
•Lary Rogers, 23, of 1306 W. Waters 
Ave., Tampa, Fla., was charged with driving 
on a suspended license and adult seatbelt. 
•Dharetel Shipman, 18, of 734 W. Jones 
Ave., was charged with aggravated assault. 
October 2 
•Ahdena Jackson, 23, of 202A Vista 
Circle, was charged with possession of 
marijuana. 
•Jason Lanier, 22, of 31 W. 52nd St., 
Savannah. Ga., was charged with being a 
wanted person. 
•Kendra Marks, of Warner Robins. Ga„ 
reported criminal trespass. 
•Bele Garvins, of Harvey Dr., reported 
damaged property. 
•Cassandra Seabrooks, of Butler Homes, 
reported criminal trespass. 
-Al Police Beat information is 
compiled by Shawntineal Hughes, 
assistant news editor. 
•Cherilyn Morgan, of E. Main St., 
reported criminal trespass. 
October 1 
•Larhonda Laster, 26, of 104 
Westchester Manor Apt. # 7, Athens, Ga., 
was charged with possession of cocaine. 
•Sandra Pinckney, 27, of P.O. Box 
1725 Sandhil Ln., Sylvania, Ga., was 
charged with driving on a suspended 
license, folowing too closely, and 
expired tag. 
•Gaby Bowers, of Cone Hal, reported 
suspicious activity. 
•Sylvia Hagins, of Elis Apts., reported 
theft by taking. 
September 21 
•James Wilson, 21, of 337 Johnson St., 
was charged with giving false information, 
driving on a suspended license, and adult 
seatbelt. 
-Editor's Note: Police Beat appears in 
every issue of the George-Ann in an efort 
to inform theGSU community of the amount, 
nature and location of crime. Al reports 
are public information and can be obtained 
from the GSU Division of Public Safety or 
at the Statesboro Police Department. 
This Week's Weather 
Today 
Scatered T- 
storms with a 
high of 79 and 
a low of 61. 
Eagle Entertainment Event Hotline 
Thursday 
Partly cloudy 
with a high of 
76 and a low 
of 55. 
Things To Do at GSU 
Ongoing 
•Free tutoring in the Tutorial Center in the 
Henderson Library Room 1001. For more 
information cal 681-0321. 
•1999 Homecoming Parade Convertibles 
Needed. The parade is Friday, October 22 at 4 
p.m. Cal Theresa Beebe at 681-7270 for more 
information. 
October 4 
•Library exhibit - "Literature Holocaust". 
October 5 
•Women's soccer - Eagles vs. South 
Carolina State at 4 p.m. at the soccer field. 
•Theatre and Performance - "Goblin 
Market" at 8 p.m. in the Comm. Arts room 1001. 
Cal ext. 0123 for more information. 
•Faculty recital - Kyle Hancock bass 
baritone and Michael Braz, piano at 8 p.m. at 
Carter Recital Hal in Foy. Admission is free. 
October 6 
•Video Game Tournament - sign ups for 
a video game tournement on Oct. 1 in the 
Russel Union wil be taking place through Oct. 
7. The entry fee is $5, and games available to 
compete in include Madden 2000 and James 
Bond 007. For more information cal 681-2390. 
•How To Study Sociology by David Alen 
at 3 p.m. in the Library Room 1040. 
•Time Management by Don Brown at 
4:15 p.m. in the Library Room 1040. 
•Chic-fu-ALecture-A.W.Dahlberg,CEO 
of the Southern Company at 7 p.m. in the Union 
Balroom. 
\ 
October 7 
•Test Taking by Louise Keys at 1 a.m. in 
the Library Room 1040. 
•Eagles Expo Fair - Career information 
for students from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Union 
Balroom. 
•Eagle Cinema - "The Genera] 's Daughter" 
at 5:30 and 8 p.m. in the Union Theater. 
Admission is $1. 
October 8 
•Women'ssoccer - Eagles vs. Jacksonvile 
at 4 p.m. at the soccer field. 
•Art Exhibit - Linda Smith and Linda 
Bobinger ceramics exhibition from 7 to 9 p.m. 
at the Galery 303. 
•Graduation voice recital - Mezzo-soprano 
Jaonna Brodmann and soprano Tina Menefee. 
Accompanied by Maila Springfield on piano 
from 7 to 9 p.m. at the Carter Recital Hal. 
Admission is free. 
•Drive-in movie - "You've Got Mail" at 
9:30 p.m. at the Paulson Stadium. Admission is 
free. 
October 8-9 
•Family Weekend. Cal 871 -1987 for more 
information. 
October 9 
•The United States Amateur Balroom 
Dance Association (USABDA) wil hold a 
Balroom Dance in the White Bluf United 
Methodist Church Gymnasium from 7 to 1 
p.m. at 11911 White Bluf Rd., Savannah, Ga. 
•Footbal - Eagles vs. Western Carolina at 
Be sure to support GSU footba. 
this Saturday at the home game 
against Western Carolina! 
1 p.m. at the Paulson Stadium. Cal ext. 0123 for 
tickets. 
October 11 
•Video Game Tournament - Featuring 
Madden 2000 and James Bond 007. Prizes for 
the winners wil be provided by Fast Track 
Music,Cinema9,Domind'sPizzaandtheMovie 
Galery. The competition wil begin at 6 p.m., 
and previous registration fortheeventis required. 
For more information cal 681-2390. 
•Cinema Arts -"Like Water for Chocolate". 
Spanish with English subtitles at 7:15 p.m. in 
the Union Theater. Admission is $2. 
•High School Choral Honors Day from 9 
a.m. to 1 p.m. in the Union Balroom. Cal ext. 
5396 for more information. 
•The Golden Key National Honor Society 
wil be held from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. under the 
Rotunda. 
October 12 
•Marking Regents' Reading Exam by 
Verdery Kennedy from 3:30 - 5:30 p.m. in the 
Library Room 1042. 
•Lecture - "Evolution in The New 
Milennium" with Janis Antonovics at 
3:30 p.m. in the Biology building Room 
1119. 
October 19 
•The newly formed organization, "A 
Gathering of Family and Friends", wil 
meet from 7 - 9 p.m. at Darton Colege in 
the J Building Room 128 in Albany. For 
more information cal 800-537-2329. 
Wiliams Center room 2023 
P.O. Box 8001 
Statesboro, GA 30460 
How to reach us 
ADVERTISING: 
681-5418 
STORY OR PHOTOS: 
681-5246 
FAX NUMBER: 
486-7113 
E-MAIL TO: 
studjxib@gsaix2.axgascaedu 
It is a desire of The George- 
Anne to print the news of Geor- 
gia Southern University as ac- 
curately as possible. If you be- 
lieve that something covered is 
in eror, contact the editor at 
681-5246 as soon as possible. 
Liked By Many, 
Cussed By Some.. 
Read By Them Al. 
681-5442 • Eagle Entertainment Event Hotline - 681-5442 
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LOUIES 
Float Building Seminar 
Thursday, Oct. 7 
7:00pm 
Russel Union Room 2047 
PART-TIME TOBS 
The Georgia Army National 
Guard curently has part-time 
military opportunities in a 
variety of fields throughout the 
state. You can learn a career, 
earn extra income, atend 
school ful-time, and train 
with the best. For more 
information contact your 
Army National Guard 
Recruiter at 912-681-5244 or 
912-681-5313. YOU CAN! 
NATIONAL NEWS BRIEF 
IHIHII HI MCI to buy out Sprint 
Knight-Ridder Newspapers 
CLINTON, Miss.—In the largest corporate takeover in history; 
MCI WorldCom Inc. said it wil buy its long-distance telephone rival 
Sprint Corp. for $129 bilion in stock and assumed debt. 
The deal, which unites the second and third largest U.S. long- 
distance cariers, wil give the combined company an estimated $50 
bilion in annual revenue and create a major new competitor for 
AT&T Corp. The enlarged group, to be caled WorldCom, wil 
control about 32 percent of the U.S. long distance market, compared 
with about 48 percent for AT&T. 
"The economics of the combination are particularly compeling and 
WorldCom wil have the capital, proven marketing strength and state-of- 
the-art networks to compete more efectively against the incumbent 
cariers domesticaly and abroad," said Bernard J. Ebbers, president and 
chief executive oficer of MCI WorldCom. 
The deal is expected to face tough regulatory scrutiny from both the 
Justice Department and the Federal Communications Commission. 
"American consumers are enjoying the lowest long-distance rates in' 
history and the lowest Internet rates in the world for one reason: compe- 
tition," FCC Chairman Wiliam Kennard said in a statement today. 
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Peterson named SoCon player 'of the week for third time 
* G-A News Service 
ASHEVILLE, N.C.— For the 
third consecutive week, GSU 
f, sophomore fulback Adrian Peter- 
son has earned the Southern Con- 
ference Ofensive Player-of-the- 
j Week honors, according to a re- 
lease from the league public afairs 
ofice Monday afternoon. 
Peterson rushed for a game-high 
211 yards (9.2 yards per rush) and 
three touchdowns on 23 caries to 
lead the Eagles to their 62-0 confer- 
ence win over VMI in Lexington 
Saturday. His 211-yard total was the 
12th highest number of rushing yards 
A ever recorded by a GSU back and the 
seventh-best in his personal GSU 
career. 
4  Peterson's efort against the 
Keydets extended his consecutive 
triple-digit rushing streak to 20 
. games- tying the NCAA I-AA record 
for consecutive games with at least 
100 yards rushing set in 1979-80 by 
Nevada's Frank Hawkins. Addition- 
f aly, the 211-yard efort marked the 
eighth time during Peterson's career 
in which he exceeded the 200-yard 
I milestone - two shy of equaling the 
NCAA I-AA mark in that category 
(10 by New Hampshire's Jery 
♦ Azumah, 1995-98). 
 During his twenty game cole- 
giate career, he has totaled 2,808 
• regular season yards which curently 
stands fourth on the school's al-time 
career rushing list. He is 405 yards 
#shy of catching quarterback Tracy 
Ham (1983-86) and moving into 
third-place on the al-time GSU ca- 
reer rushing yards list. 
Luke Renfroe 
TAKING A BREAK: Adrian Peterson takes time out of his busy 
schedule to sign an autograph for a fan at Saturday's game. 
Additionaly, Peterson's three  rently is the NCAA Division I- 
scores vs. VMI increased his ca- 
reer scoring total to 258 points, 
just four points shy of Tracy Ham 
(fourth place) and eight points 
shy of Ernest Thompson (third 
place) on GSU's al-time career 
scoring list.  Peterson, who cur- 
AA national leader in scoring with 
102 points (17 touchdowns), has 
also talied 36 touchdowns in his 
last 13 games. 
The conference player-of-the- 
week award was the 10th of his 16- 
game regular season career. 
Sleepy people: think twice before driving 
• U-WIRE 
STANFORD, Calif. —Next time you're drowsy from 
a. fitful night's sleep and are about to get behind the 
t wheel, think twice. You could be as impaired as someone 
who is legaly drunk, according to a new study by the 
Stanford University Sleep .Disorders Center. 
f Researchers found that sleep-deprived individuals 
had slower reaction times than those whose blood- alco- 
hol content is twice the legal limit to drive in California. 
Knowing that drinking slows down reaction time, 
the study set out to show that the efects of drinking 
were comparable to sleep deprivation, said Nelson 
B. Powel, co-director of Stanford's Sleep Disor- 
ders Center. 
"We're concerned with how sleepy someone should 
be before we say this is dangerous," Powel said, point- 
ing out that there's nothing holding back a sleep-de- 
prived individual from geting behind the wheel. 
A Department of Auxiliary Services and Student Afairs 
Member of the American Colege Health Association 
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SERVJCES 
FREE HIV TESTJNQ 
FREE ATNIETJC 
, TRAINiNQ 
FREE AILERQY 
INJECTIONS 
FAMily PIANNINQ 
WOMEN'S HEAITN 
MEN'S HEAITN 
X-RAys 
PhARMACy 
UbORATORy 
HEAlTk E(JUCATlON 
Ofice 
Georgia Southern University Health Services is available to 
students for consultation, examination, diagnosis, and 
treatment to ilneses and injuries. 
Location: The Health Center is located on Forest Drive 
across from Watson Hal and near the Lakeside Cafe. 
Operating, Hours: 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 pm, Monday - 
Friday during the semester with limited services and hours 
during semester breaks. 
Eligibility & Costs: Al GSU students are eligible to use 
the Health Center. Students enroled in four or more semester 
hours prepay the health fee (curently $66.00 for fal & spring 
and $30.00 for summer) at the beginning of each semester 
while students taking less than 4 semester hours may choose 
to prepay the health fee. Although the health fee alows 
students unlimited visits throughout the semester, there are 
usualy additional costs incured each visit for prescriptions, 
x-rays, lab tests, and immunizations. Payment for these 
services is due at the time of the visit 
A valid Georgia Southern University 
identification card is required to access 
services at the Health Center 
Staff: The highly-qualified staf of Health Services include a' 
physician, nurse practitioners, nurses, clerical staf, a radiologic 
technologist a laboratory technologist and a health educator. 
The relationship between patients and our staf is strictly 
confidential. Please contact us any time for more information. 
General Ofice: 912-681-5641 
Appointments: 912-681-5484 
Fax:912-681-0792 
E-Mail: HEALTH@GaSoU.edu 
Web Page: htp:/www2.gasou.edu/sta/health/ 
Boo! What's your scariest tale? 
Haloween's sneaking up be-  members of the G-A and Miscel-  next edition of The Miscelany. 
hind us and The George-Anne, in 
colaboration with The Mis- 
celany, wants to hear 
your best horror and 
ghost stories. Have 
some artwork or pho-> 
tos that go wel with 
this ghastly season? 
We'l be happy to take 
those, too! 
Your stories, poems 
photos, paintings, drawings 
and any other original horor 
you would like to submit may 
be published in our Oct. 29 edi- 
tion. Entries wil be accepted through 
Oct. 22. 
The entries wil be judged by 
lany stafs or a des- 
i g n a t e d 
commitee, 
and   we 
wil  be 
giving 
away  a 
prize to 
the first 
place win- 
ners   in 
each  cat- 
egory. 
In addition 
to being pub- 
lished  in  The 
George-Anne,  your 
work wil be considered for the 
So, as you huddle around the 
campfire teling ghost stories or as 
you walk around campus at night and 
flash pictures of those creepy crea- 
tures that lurk in the lakes, remember 
you could see your creations in The 
George-Anne. 
You may drop your work by our 
ofices at the Wiliams Center in 
room 2023, send it to us at P.O. 
Box 8001, Statesboro, Ga. 30460, 
fax it to 486-7117 (atn. Halow- 
een), or email it to us at 
stud_pub@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu. 
With your entry, please include 
your name, telephone number and 
your Landrum Box. 
Good luck! 
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We don't run specials or put our piercings on sale. For the best quality 
work by the most experience piercer in Statesboro, come to Cloud 9. 
Novelties, Gifts 
& Body Piercing 
by Rick 
09 
Adult Novelties 
Sterling Silver Jewelry 
Smoking Accessories 
Lava Lamps 
Leather and Vinyl lingerie 
Beaded Curtains 
Candles & Incense 
Black Lights 
Zippo Lighters 
Fish Nets 
13 University Plaza 
871-4054 
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Our Opinion 
Dropping classes 
should not replace 
working hard in classes 
The final day to drop classes has been extended 
for this semester until this Friday, giving students 
a few more days than originally anticipated to 
decide whether or not to drop a class. 
It is rather alarming the number of students who 
use the opportunity to drop a class as an excuse not 
to succeed. 
The attitude seems to be, 'well, [insert class here] 
is rough, so I'll just skip it until drop week and drop 
it with no academic penalty.' 
What students fail to realize is that, though 
dropping a class carries no detriment to the dropee's 
GPA, if done too often it can set that student 
seriously behind as far as earning credit hours 
toward graduation. 
It has a more immediate effect for those students 
on HOPE scholarship. Though you may drop a 
three-hour class, those three hours remain posted 
on your GPA as attempted hours. HOPE will 
reevaluate a student who has 30 attempted hours, 
not 30 completed hours. 
Translation: Students are ultimately giving 
themselves even less time to bring a floundering 
GPA up to a 3.0 by wasting hours on dropped 
classes. 
Rather than dropping a difficult class, try forming 
a study group for that class, or visit the tutorial 
center. Both options are free—losing HOPE 
scholarship and letting a GPA plummet due to 
laziness are not. 
Happy birthday, Oh Nicky 
The George-Anne staff 
would like to wish a happy 
21st birthday to assistant 
deputy managing editor Nick 
Crouch. He will be spending 
his birthday marching with 
Southern Pride at the game 
Saturday. Happy Birthday. 
"Oh, Nicky, you're so fine..." 
LETTER AND SUBMISSION POLICY 
The George-/Anne welcomes letters to the editor, ston/ submissions and guest 
columns from people both inside and outside the Georgia Southern University 
Community. All copy submitted should be typed (double-spaced, please), 
preferably on Macintosh disk in Microsoft Word or Microsoft Works format. All 
submissions must be signed and include a mailing address and phone 
number for verification. The editors reserve the right to reject any submission. 
There is no word limit on submissions. A writer may request to remain 
anonymous. However, it will be the editor's decision whether or not to print the 
name. Submissions are run on a space-available basis. 
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Why is it wrong to date more than one girl? 
Sometimes I believe in the idea of 
polygamy. I am not speaking of 
marrying more than one woman. I 
am simply putting the idea on the 
table of having more than one girl be 
recognized as your girl friend, or 
significant other. Hopefully you are 
able to understand how I am able to 
feel this way. 
I am nineteen years old, and I 
admit to seeing at least nineteen stun- 
ning (Fine as hell) young women on 
my way from one class to the next. 
I admit, as mostly everyone alive, 
that I do not fully understand the 
depths of a male's psyche and what 
causes us to want the things that we 
do. 
I do not know why I am attracted 
to so many different women. In soci- 
ety sometimes if you admit harbor- 
ing such feelings you will be ostra- 
cized. Right now, it is as if there are 
too many girls to settle on one for a 
prolonged time. I say there are too 
many, but trust me, in no way should 
that statement be taken as a com- 
plaint. 
How can a woman fathom a man 
ture myself being with one female at 
this point in my life. If I fall in love 
maybe, but I doubt I will allow my- 
self to do such a thing at this junction 
in my life. 
I AM SIMPLY PUTTING THE IDEA ON THE 
TABLE OF HAVING MORE THAN ONE GIRL BE 
RECOGNIZED AS YOUR GIRL FRIEND, OR 
SIGNIFICANT   OTHER. 
not desiring to sleep with other 
women? Women are way too beauti- 
ful and fun to do things with, for any 
woman to frown when a man pursues 
another of her gender. I cannot pic- 
I have conversed with a number 
of young men, and the majority of 
them agree with me. I know guys 
who have girlfriends (Whatever that 
means) and either they are not treat- 
ing their women correctly or at the 
moment are experimenting with some 
form of neglect. I would rather tell a 
young lady up front that I am not 
going to be able to totally commit to 
her. 
I don't want to string her along as 
if I am suddenly going to coalesce 
into Mr. Right. (I have never seen or 
met this guy before) 
A young woman should not con- 
vince herself that a young strapping 
fellow at this point in his life will 
commit totally to her without even- 
tually going crazy. 
I want to have fun with every- 
thing I do during my short and pre- 
cious time on this earth. This in- 
cludes getting into different relation- 
ships with all types of women. A 
hundred percent of the guys and dolls 
that I surveyed (All respectable and 
dignified people) feel the same way 
I do. 
: t 
A pity party for the has beens 
I went home this last weekend to 
see my brother play in his high school 
homecoming football game. It was 
my alma matter. I met up with all the 
old teachers that both loved me and 
hated me, the ones that trained me to 
be who I am today. 
I talked to the nuns (remember, 
Catholic school) and I listened to all 
of the parents' gossip. 
And then all of the other former 
students showed up. The kids who, 
in high school, I called the golden 
children. 
These were the kids that the teach- 
ers and faculty just knew were going 
to make it big. You know, the high 
school "A" group. 
They picked up right where gradu- 
ation left off. They gathered in their 
little groups and picked up on their 
running commentary on how better 
they were than everyone else. 
When I walked by, they acted 
surprised when I laughed at most of 
them when they wanted to shake my 
hand. 
I wasn't being mean or spiteful. I 
was just returning the favor. 
See, of all these former great ones, 
maybe three of them had not flunked 
out of school. And the ones still in 
all I heard. "Poor Will, couldn't 
handle the pressure." Yeah, the pres- 
sure of impending alcoholism. 
"Awe, look at Derek, school finally 
got to him." Friends, I don't think 
I FEEL SORRY FOR THE KID WHO WORKS ON 
A PAPER FOR DAMN NEAR FOREVER,  NOT 
JUST THE NIGHT BEFORE AND STILL GETS 
REAMED  FOR  HIS TROUBLES. 
school were a drunken haze away 
from being out. 
And the teachers, man they were 
still kissing these kids' asses. And 
when they came to speak to me, they 
expected me to do the same. 
And the pity stories, God that's 
Derek knew where the school was. 
All of those who flunked out did 
so of their own choice. They chose 
to skip class and saturate themselves 
in the booze. 
I don't feel a lick of sorrow for 
them or anyone else who can't get up 
off of their ass and get the job done. 
You get no pity from me. 
Those nimrods in high school 
were given every opportunity and 
blew it so well. 
I feel sorry for my friend that 
studies his calculus for three weeks 
and goes to bed before midnight to be 
sure he's fresh for the test and still 
makes a low grade. 
I feel sorry for the kid who works 
on a paper for damn near forever, not 
just the night before and still gets 
reamed for his troubles. I feel sorry 
for the ones who try. 
But the others? Oh, no. You can 
be content telling your kids about the 
glory, years of high school for the rest 
of your lives. 
So current freshmen, listen up. 
Those of you who learn right now 
that high school is over are going to 
do great. 
Youre going to be fine. Just keep/ 
trying. The rest of you, well, we'll 
see you at the homecoming football 
games. 
You're majoring in what? Don't you want a job? 
After graduating from JMU last May as an 
English major and with no real experience, I 
asked my dad to help me to prepare to find a 
job. He said, "Repeat after me; Would you like 
fries with that?" 
But seriously, as an aspiring writer in col- 
lege, I wanted to write the great American 
novel, direct the respectable American film or 
forge a new consciousness for our race. In- 
stead, after a summer of sitting on my back- 
side, I sold out. 
Your parents and professors are probably 
already trying to help prepare you for the 
working world, but the truth is your parents 
probably interviewed for jobs in polyester suits 
and your teachers never actually found work. 
In other words, this isn't your father's work- 
place. 
This summer I heard from a reliable source 
(television) that in some parts of Virginia un- 
employment is as low as one percent. 
For economically oblivious students, this 
means you can show up to any interview dressed 
as Batman and land a job. It also means that, if 
you don't like that job after a few months, you 
GABE UHR 
THE BREEZE 
can quit and try your luck elsewhere with a 
Darth Vader costume. 
Where else but in America, or possibly 
Canada, could you find such opportunity? 
Here's something else your parents and 
teachers probably didn't mention: Your degree 
might have nothing to do with your next job. In 
fact, with unemployment so low, you don't 
necessarily need a degree to get a good job. 
Every year I was in school, an alumni 
would send a letter to The Breeze complaining 
about the "real world" and telling kids to stay 
away from it for as long as possible. But I'm 
telling you to come out and get paid as soon as 
possible. 
The money sure beats being a student, 
unless maybe you're a very successful drug 
dealer or bookie or something. 
Anyway, my first step to finding a good 
job was signing up with a headhunter, which is 
a lot more legal than it sounds. Headhunted are 
like sports agents for the proletariat. They get 
you tons of interviews and it costs you nothing. 
If a company wants you, they pay the head- 
hunter. I wish someone had told me all this 
stuff when I was a stupid college kid. 
One skill you have to master is the big- 
time, real world interview, where interviewers 
will ask you tricky questions like, "What's your 
biggest weakness?" 
Now I work for a prestigious online corpo- 
ration. Due to a nondisclosure agreement I 
signed, I'm not actually supposed to divulge 
the name, but I'll tell you that the initials are A- 
0-L. I'm not exactly sure what my title is or 
what I do (it has something to do with the 
Internet, I think), but I have half of a cubicle, a 
snazzy computer and my own phone. 
Currently I'm employed on a temporary 
basis, but if they like me and if I don't steal 
anything, then I think this will tarn into my first 
real job. 
As a temp, I'm regarded slightly higher 
than than a sweatshop employee and I get 
better benefits, including free parking, free 
coffee and as many of those AOL 100 Hours 
Free disks as I can fit in my trunk. 
Like I said, this isn't your father's workplace. 
My dad told me to get a haircut and buy some ties, 
but I work with a lot of young people and there is 
no dress code. The guy I work next to has. 
dreadlocks and my mom was giving me a hard 
time for not tucking in my shirt? I tried to tell her 
that the work environment here is a lot like high 
school, although people smoke cigarettes outside 
instead of inside the bathroom. 
The one downside to working is commut- 
ing, which I could write an entire article about, 
but I'll sum up in two words: Traffic sucks. 
I know this is a lot of radical new information 
and you probably have some concerns like, "I 
hate the Internet and Abercrombie and Fitch and 
Tm never gonna sell out to the man," but relax. 
Our parents all sold out. Better people than you 
have taken their checks and shut their mouths. 
v 
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Your Opinion 
SGA senator supports Aaron Nicety's campaign Students can volunteer 
\ t 
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Editor: 
In light of all the negative public- 
ity that SGA President Aaron Nicely 
has received from this paper in re- 
cent weeks, I felt it was my duty as a 
GSU student and an SGA senator to' 
set the record straight. In last 
Monday's edition, Mr. Nicely was 
criticized for not having come 
through with any of his campaign 
goals from last year. This is simply 
not true. 
The plan for the House of Repre- 
sentatives has been drawn up, and a 
committee has been appointed to fi- 
nalize everything so that the House 
may start meeting as soon as pos- 
sible. The legal advisory committee 
is all set to go as soon as the contract 
is received from Mr. Lee Davis, the 
GSU attorney. 
In addition to this Mr. Nicely has 
been actively involved in commu- 
nity service this year. He has already 
raised a substantial amount of money 
for United Way. He has also, in con- 
junction with the senate, College Re- 
publicans, Young Democrats, 
NAACP, and the Black Student Alli- 
ance, registered more than 2,000 stu- 
dents to vote in Bulloch County. 
SGA also held a forum this year 
to air student grievances concerning 
a variety of issues, with a turnout that 
was nothing short of spectacular. Stu- 
dents were able to talk face to face 
with those who were in charge of 
making many of the decisions that 
affected their lives here at Georgia 
Southern. Due to this forum and the 
other efforts of Mr. Nicely, students 
for the first time are beginning to 
care about what goes on at this school, 
and about the decisions that affect 
them as Georgia Southern students. 
Finally, a word about Mr. Nicely' s 
run for the City Council. He prom- 
ised in his campaign last spring that 
he wanted to represent students and 
help them as much as he could. Be- 
ginning this summer he spoke to 
many incoming freshman at GSU so 
that he might understand their prob- 
lems and how to act on them. 
This summer he also flew around 
the country to many speaking venues 
and spoke on behalf of this univer- 
sity and its students. He has an open 
door policy in the SGA office, and he 
will speak to anyone at any time. His 
run for District 4 councilman will be 
positive for this university because 
then they will have a voice in how 
this city is run and in decisions that 
affect them through the council. 
In conclusion, I have one thing to 
say for those of you who criticize Aaron 
Nicely. If you want to complain about 
students' needs not being served, try 
blaming yourself. Aaron Nicely has 
more than served the students and this 
campus this year, and will continue to 
do so throughout his term. 
Do not blame a man who is work- 
ing his fingers to the bone to try and 
make Georgia Southern University a 
better place for its students. 
all year round, not just 
during natural disasters 
Matthew Boone 
SGA Senator 
Editor: 
I am responding to the opinion 
column in the George-Anne on Mon- 
day, September 29,1999. The Office 
of Volunteer Services at Georgia 
Southern University would like to 
agree with your sentiment that the 
goodness, generosity, and spirit in 
volunteering seen during the poten- 
tial hurricane disaster is "something 
we need to hold on to, not just in the 
face of natural disasters." 
We are lucky here at Georgia 
Southern that many of the students 
embrace that ideal as well. All year 
round they volunteer hundreds of 
hours to service agencies in our com- 
munity. More students are, however, 
encouraged to join in this growing 
spirit of volunteerism. 
In order to get involved, students 
simply need to call our office at 871- 
1435 or come by room 1051 in the 
Rosenwald building. It is not too late 
for everyone to make a difference. 
Sarah Brickhouse 
Office of Volunteer Services 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Reader questions need for Police Beat l^f^.*?^ 
Editor: 
I am writing in response to your "It's Your Turn" 
section of The George-Anne Vol. 72 No. 25 issue, for 
Wednesday, September 29, 1999.1 was appalled to say 
the least by the appearance of the Police Beat section on 
page two. 
Not only is it extremely demeaning and degrading to 
the people who have been convicted (Ed. note: charged) 
of said charges, but it is just unnecessary to publish 
information such as that for everyone to see. 
Given that the convictions (Ed. note: arrests) made 
are serious, there is no need for the entire campus to read 
about it. Personal affairs are information that should stay 
between the people who commit those acts and whom- 
ever they wish to tell. 
I think that it is a total invasion of personal privacy 
and I thought that the publishers of The George-Anne 
would have enough common sense and decency to not 
publish things of such a manner. But I guess I stand 
corrected. 
Amanda Blankenship 
GSU student 
Editor's note: The police beat appears in every issue 
of The George-Anne in an effort to inform the GSU 
community of the amount, nature and location of crime. 
All reports are public information and can be obtained 
from the GSU division of public safety or at the Statesboro 
Police Department. 
Students who volunteer are 
concerned about more than parties 
Editor: 
(To Dan Rothem) 
I would like to respond to [the] 
piece "There is More to Life than the 
Next Party" printed in The George- 
Anne on Wednesday, September 1, 
1999.1 work as a graduate assistant 
for the Office of Volunteer Services 
here at Georgia Southern. I would 
like you to know that there are many 
concerned and motivated Southern 
students who demonstrate everyday 
their belief that there is more to life 
than the next party. Many, many stu- 
dents volunteer, finding meaning in 
their lives by helping others. They 
are active participants in one of our 
many community service projects, 
such as home building for the needy 
With Habitat for Humanity. Still oth- 
ers may volunteer their time by tutor- 
ing children through our very suc- 
cessful "Top Step" program. Some 
may take time to give blood. 
Because I see caring students ev- 
eryday, I am saddened to hear that 
your "biggest disappointment" con- 
cerns the students. Many Georgia 
Southern students do more than just 
think about things like "parties" and 
"sex" as your article suggests. They 
are making a difference. 
Sarah Brickhouse 
Office of Volunteer Services 
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While Supplies Last 
Get Fit Fast With 
Fitness Kickboxing 
Fitness Kickboxing has fkst become 
the hottest workout In America, 
That's because it teaches you the 
practical techniques of self-defense, 
in, a high-energy class that's never 
boring like other workouts. 
Punches, Kicks, Elbows, Knees.. . 
all clone to music in a fun, exciting 
way that anyone can learn. But what 
students tell us they like most about 
our Fitness Kickboxing program Is 
that it gets them in the best shape 
of their lives. 
• Burn up to 800 calories per hour 
•Tone muscles 
• Reduce fat 
• Learn the techniques of self- defense 
• Release stress 
we guarantee that our Fitness 
Kickboxing classes will give you the 
best workout you've ever had, or 
your money back. Call now! 
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Eddie Lott's ATA Black Belt Academy 
406 Fair Rd., #7 
Statesboro, GA 30458 
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COMING TO GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY 
STUDY ABROAD FAIR 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 12,1999 
10:00 A.M. to 2:00 P.M. 
RUSSELL UNION ROTUNDA 
(Rain Site - Outside of Russell Union Ballroom) 
How would you like to spend your summer vacation? Have you dreamed of traveling to Europe, 
Latin America, the Far East, or some other part of the world? Would you like to receive credit 
toward your degree while seeing the sights and meeting people in other lands? 
Find the answers to your questions at the Georgia Southern University 
Study Abroad Fair! 
You will meet: 
* Georgia Southern University study abroad program directors 
Representatives from study abroad programs from the University System of Georgia 
• Financial Aid representative 
» Georgia Southern students who have studied abroad 
Have the life-changing experience of living in another culture 
while attending classes! 
DOOR PRIZES! 
WHY NOT STUDY ABROAD? 
^^ 
This week in GSU sports 
• GSU footbal vs. Western Carolina, Sat., Oct. 9 at Paulson Stadium. Game is 
part of the Parent's Weekend festivities 
• GSU cross country GSU/Gate Petroleum Invitational at 8 a.m. Location TBA 
• Men's Soccer Sun., Oct. 10, at 2 p.m. vs. Appalachian State. Game wil be 
held at the Soccer fields on Fair Rd. 
• Women's Soccer Fri., Oct. 8, at 4 p.m. vs. Jacksonvile. Game wil be held at 
the Soccer fields on Fair Rd. 
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A VIEW 
FROM THE 
CHEAP 
SEATS 
JOHN BRYSON 
Finaly, Atlanta has a hockey team! 
That's right folks. Hockey has 
returned to the South after a 19-year 
absence. "Boom Boom" Geofrion, 
the former Atlanta Flames coach, did 
the honors in a ceremonial faceof to 
start a new era. What was, in my 
opinion, the greatest hockey game 
I've ever seen, occured shortly af- 
terward. 
The fans were rabid, with not an 
empty seat to be found in al of Philips 
Arena. In fact, it was a selout crowd 
of 18,545 that watched in sheer an- 
ticipation as the Thrashers took the 
ice. 
I was such a rabid fan that me and 
my friends stopped where there was 
a guy doing airbrush on peoples' 
faces and we got our entire faces 
painted. They caled it the "game 
face." And that's exactly what it 
was. I was a tough customer with my 
Thrashers jersey and face paint. 
After purchasing my first of a few 
$4.75 Bud Lights, I proceeded into 
the arena to behold the rink on which 
MY team wil now play it's hockey 
games. Philips Arena is truly a work 
of art. In my mind, it quickly became 
the best sports arena in the entire 
country. It sure beats the heck out of 
the lousy Omni. 
I looked at my ticket, and it said 
Section 112, Row D, Seat 3. Now, 
right about then I'm thinking to my- 
self "this is cool... I'l only be four 
rows back." But in reality, what was 
Sectiqn 112, Row D, Seat 3 is right 
on the ice. It lined up exactly with 
the crease, to give me a perfect view 
of the goal. "Man, this is AWE- 
SOME!" is what I'm saying to my- 
self then, because not only can I see 
straight down the crease, but I can 
TOUCH the glass that's only a foot 
in front of me. 
As a devout hockey fan, my world 
has just been turned upside down. 
You see, it has been my dream to 
bang on the glass as some poor fool 
is checked into the boards by MY 
Thrashers, something I had the op- 
portunity more than once to do. 
What would the first game in 
Thrashers history be without a fight? 
Martin Brodeur provided the fire- 
works for the major fight of the game, 
as the New Jersey goalie swated at 
Thrasher'sjdefenseman Chris Tamer 
and set of a firestorm of fights and 
penalties. 
The Atlanta crowd showed they 
weren' t novices to this as they wildly 
cheered on the home team as they 
whooped up on the Devils. I was, of 
course, banging on the glass and hurl- 
ing obscenities in the direction of 
Brodeur. 
The future of the Thrashers was 
put on display during the course of 
the game, as 19-year old rookie sen- 
sation Patrik Stefan played between 
30-40 shifts during the game. It was 
his smooth pass to Kely Buchberger 
that gave him his first point of the 
year, and the Thrashers their first 
goal in history. I think this kid is 
going to be good. As a mater of fact, 
I think he'l be Wayne Gretzky good. 
I know that's a lofty prediction, but 
just wait and see. I think time wil 
show my prediction to be true. 
The fun lasted for three awesome 
periods,eventhoughmy Thrashers didn't 
even lead the game once. I realy don't 
care that they didn't win the game, and I 
don't think anyone else in atendance did 
either. The important thing here is that 
those of us who are hockey fans now have 
a home team to cheer on, win or lose. 
Women's soccer blasts SCSI! to the tune of 9-0 
By Luke Martin 
Staf Writer 
With a stifling defense and a 
powerful offensive atack, the 
GSU women's soccer team (6-5) 
dominated the first year team out 
of South Carolina State Tuesday 
afternoon 9-0. Tara Chaisson 
chipped in with two assists, be- 
coming only the 24th player in 
NCAA history to record 40 goals 
and 40 assists, joining the likes of 
Cindy Parlow and Mia Hamm. 
The Eagles wasted litle time 
denting the scoreboard as 
Chaisson set up Robin Thirsk for 
the first of her two goals in the 
game at the 5:02 mark. 3:27 later, 
Thirsk neted her second goal, 
this one off a pass from Melissa 
Cox, and the rout was on. 
A mere 2:33 later, Jackie 
Kinsey got into the act as she 
blasted a shot into the back of the 
net, past helpless Lady Buldog 
goalkeeper Brandi Bowman. 
Thirsk spread the wealth 
around, giving a beautiful pass to 
Jaclyn Flock who took the bal 
out of the air for her first goal of 
the year. Lindsey Cummings fin- 
ished off the first half scoring 
with 3:44 to go off a cross from 
Dayna Passarela. 
"They're a first year team and 
we've al been there at one point 
or another so obviously our job is 
to come out here and wory about 
ourselves and work on the things 
that we need to work on," Norton 
said. 
The second half started much 
like the first, with a goal just 5:30 
into the half, this one courtesy of 
Amanda Bernard. Stephanie Todd 
got into the scorebook next with a 
goal at the 59:03 mark. Dayna 
Passarela scored with 24:00 left 
to play and Morgan Pinkston 
rounded out the scoring at the 
67:45 mark. 
The Eagles held the Lady Bul- 
dogs without a shot and possessed 
the bal for over 95 percent of the 
game. 
When asked about the poten- 
tial of scoring at wil, Norton re- 
plied "Other teams have been 
running it up on them.. and there 
isn't a need for that." Luke Renfroe IN COMMAND: The Eagles put up their best game against SCSU. Burrel leads voleybal squad 
By Matt Gerlinger 
Staf Writer 
This week's voleybal profile 
is on Jamie Burel, the 5'8" jun- 
ior captain of the women's vol- 
leybal team. 
Hailing from Hul, Ga., Jamie 
is one of the leaders of this year's 
squad. Last year, as a sopho- 
more, she led the team in digs and 
it looks as though she is on track 
for similar numbers this year. 
An exercise science major, she 
CHOOSING THE RIGHT 
RETIREMENT COMPANY MAKES 
ALL THE DIFFERENCE. 
F or over 80years, TIAA-CREF has 
been the leading retirement company 
on America s campuses. But experience is 
just One reason why so many smart 
investors trust us with their financial 
future. Here are a few more: 
Superior strength 
With over $250 bilion in assets under man- 
agement, TIAA-CREF is the worlds largest 
retirement organization - and among the 
most solid. It's one of the reasons why 
Morningstar says, "TIAA-CREF sets the 
standard in the financial services industry."1 
Solid, long-term performance 
We seek out long-term opportunities that 
other companies, in pursuit of quick gains, 
often miss. Though past performance can't 
guarantee future results, this patient philos- 
ophy has proven extremely rewarding. 
Surprisingly low expenses 
TIAA-CREF's operating costs are among 
the lowest in the insurance and mutual 
fund industries.2 So more of your money 
goes where it should - toward ensuring 
your future. 
Easy diversification 
We ofer a wide variety of expertly 
managed investment options to help build 
your assets. We make it simple, too, with 
stock, bond, money market, real estate, 
and guaranteed options. 
Unrivaled service 
We believe that our service distinguishes 
us from every other retirement company. 
In the most recent Dalbar survey, 
TIAA-CREF ranks tops in participation 
satisfaction.3 
Cal today to find out how TIAA- 
CREF can help you build the financial 
future you want and deserve. 
To find out more - give us 
a cal or visit our website 
started al 36 matches last year 
and is curently driving this year's 
squad. Jamie is also one of only 
two players out of the seven that 
were inducted into the program 
her freshman year. 
She said she takes voleybal 
very seriously and makes a com- 
mitment to the team through a 
strict workout regimen and nai"d 
work ethic. 
Though she is a valuable asset 
to the team, Jamie is not one to 
take al the credit for the team's 
successes. She said she has a 
high regard for her felow cap- 
tains, junior Kristen Griggs and 
sophomore Amanda Brooks, as 
wel as this year's freshmen. 
"They've done a good job this 
year. They've realy stepped up 
to help the team," Burel said. 
As far as the outcome of the 
season goes, Jamie said she is 
optimistic. She said she believes 
it is a definite possibility for the 
team to make a strong run and to 
make it in the Southern Confer- 
ence Tournament, despite a poor 
start to the season. 
Chris Kohlhagen A TRUE TEAM LEADER: Jamie Burel has been an intricate 
part of the voleybal team since her arival at GSU. 
Don't forget to enter the Pick 'Em contest 
R.J. Pope 
Traditional Menswear  
5 S. Main Street, Slalesboro • (912) 764-4306 Downtown 
Columbia 
RALPH LAUKHV nauhca 
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it* 
1 800 842-2776 
www.tiaa-cref.org 
l&m****- Vwt&Mteii&fUt, &$&*/%. *$tm)*# tifm** /jVMWK/ &%4«*?**v *Wt- *<** kf,P*f 'Wyticai ^Servi«*. lac, IJfefE&fter*'Amlyfiuti/Wtf, IW iqmttfy). 
5DAlBAR, Joe. IWTBtfatf Cut/Mm £wc&w Koli/ip, fat mat <ompkrt isfotfsarioa. kehu&tg c&*rg« *sd «p«>*«- cal 1 800 &*2-2?53. oi. 5a09, for CREF asd TIM RMI &««* 
Atomc g*e»p«i;t««*. &i?*d them earc&ijy before ytw iovm or «w! mmsy. TJAA-CKEF lacUvidi*! wid lusorutwflaJ Swvic« tis«rib«i»* CREF ceriSc*!©* ml iofcrnw in tJir T1AA hsd 
-#- 
taking a diference 
has ahvays been a mater 
Here's where to aggpl^ 
Peace Corps is coming 
to campus: 
Information Tables 
Career Fain Student Center 
October?, 1999 9:00am- 1:00pm 
Russel Union Commons Area 
October 6, 1999 10:00am-2:00pm 
Information Meeting and Video 
Russel Union, Room 2070 
October 8, 1999 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm 
On Campus Interviews 
Russel Union, Room 2070 
October 8, 1999 8:00am- 1:00pm 
l 
l 
" 
fi * 
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Football Prognosticators — Meet the Guessperts 
THE G-A 
PICK'EM Box 
"BUT DON'T BET ON IT." 
J 4                 Ti,is is just an exhibition of skill, 
Sharon White-Coe Jerald Carter Kevin Caskey George Lynch John Bryson Joyce Estrada Kelley McGonnell Zachary Rushing David Koepke 
Communication Arts Ed Talent Search G-A Pick 'Em Guy Director of Testing G-A Sports Editor SGA Exec. VP G-A Editor in Chief Senior GS Student Deputy Managing E< 
so, please, folks no wagering. (16-4)(47-13) (17-3)(47-13) (15-5)(44-16) (14-6)(43-17) (13-7)(42-18) (14-6)(42-18) (11-9)(39-21) (11-9) (38-22) Guest 
•                  Western Carolina at GSU GSU GSU GSU GSU GSU GSU GSU GSU GSU 
Georgia at Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Georgia Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Tennessee Georgia Tennessee 
Florida at LSU Florida Florida Florida Florida Florida Florida Florida Florida Florida 
: .                 Mississippi State at Auburn Mississippi State Mississippi State Mississippi State Auburn Mississippi State Mississippi State Auburn Auburn Mississippi State 
Tulane at Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi Mississippi 
North Carolina at Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech Georgia Tech 
Miami at FSU FSU FSU FSU FSU FSU FSU FSU FSU Miami 
'                     Duke at Virginia Virginia Virginia Virginia Duke Virginia Virginia Virginia Virginia Virginia 
i                  Virginia Tech at Rutgers Virginia Tech Virginia Tech Virginia Tech Virginia Tech Virginia Tech Virginia Tech Virginia Tech Virginia Tech Virginia Tech 
Baylor at Texas A&M Texas A&M Texas A&M TexasA&M Texas A&M Texas A&M Texas A&M Texas A&M Texas A&M Texas A&M 
}                 Michigan at Michigan State Michigan Michigan Michigan State Michigan State Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan Michigan 
„                        Penn State at Iowa Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State Penn State 
c.                      Iowa State at Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska • Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska Nebraska 
&f                     Purdue at Ohio State Purdue Purdue Ohio State Ohio State Purdue Ohio State Purdue Purdue Ohio State 
*                     Wisconsin-at Minnesota Wisconsin Wisconsin Wisconsin Minnesota Wisconsin Wisconsin Wisconsin Wisconsin Wisconsin 
1                    Dallas at Philadelphia 
»                  Chicago at Minnesota 
Tampa Bay at Green Bay 
Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas Dallas 
.  Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota Minnesota 
Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay Green Bay 
Atlanta at New Orleans New Orleans New Orleans Atlanta New Orleans Atlanta New Orleans New Orleans Atlanta Atlanta 
New England at Kansas City New England New England New England New England New England New England New England New England New England 
BIHLO 
Statesboro Mall 
1. West Carolina at GSU 
1 University Plaza 
871 WING 
See Our Ad in 
Today's Paper 
Mississippi St. at Auburn 
Statesboro Mall 
7. Miami at FSU 
***^      2 Locations 
207 North Side Dr. 
and 
STATESBORO, GEORGIA       ^11 South Main St. 
10. Baylor at Texas Tech 
SEASONS KJ APARTMENTS KJ 
a great place to five year round 
13. Iowa State at Nebraska 
The George -Anne Classifieds 
Where else can you get 20 words for free? 
15. Wisconsin at Minnesota 
AD 
Advertising info: 681-5611 
17. Chicago at Minnesota (NFL) 
BROADCASTING 
STARTS 
SEPTEMBER 14 
19. Atlanta at New Orleans (NFL) 
Piercing by Rick 
University Plaza #3 • 871-4054 
2. Georgia at Tennessee 
See Our Ad In Today's Paper 
More Info: 486-7270 agle \ 
ntertainment 
"Your Student Entertainment Connection" 
5. Tulane at Mississippi 
GEORGIA    SOUTHERN 
UNIVERSITY    STORE 
Phone 
681-5181 
8. Duke at Virginia 
College Plaza 
681-4326 
11. Penn State at Iowa 
Pick Against the Pickers 
Now you can pick with the G-A pickers. Simply fill out this form and circle 
your predicted winner from each game. Then drop it off at The George-Anne 
office in the Williams Center room 2023 or mail to P.O. Box 8001, Statesboro, 
GA 30460. Each week you may win a prize-filled grab bag with prizes from 
student media and the athletic department. Go ahead try your luck. 
The Rules: 
/. All entries must be received by Fridays by 5 p.m. No exceptions. 
2. No purchase necessary and only one entry per person. 
3. Entries must include name, address and phone number. 
4. Student athletes and members of the athletic department are not eligible. 
Editorial staff of The George-Anne is not eligible. 
5. Entries may be submitted on a piece of paper, napkin, whatever. Just 
include your picks and name and phone number. 
6. Decision of the judges is final. The George-Anne reserves the right to 
establish contestant qualifications. 
Name: 
Phone: 
Address: 
l._ 
2 _ 
3 _ 
4 _ 
5 . 
6 . 
7 _ 
8 . 
9 _ 
10 
Here are the winners... There's no need to look further 
11.  
 12  
 13  
 14  
 15  
;  16  
 17  
 18  
 19  
20  
Guest Predictor Kathy Kennedy 
went 13-7 last week. 
Must be received no later than 5 p.m. Friday, October 8, by The George-Anne, 
Room 2023 Williams, or P.O. Box 8001, Statesboro, GA 30460 
~fhe~G-A Football" 
Picks Contest 
& 
PLAYERS CLUB 
APARTMENTS 
871-6501 
3.FlordiaatLSU 
HOLIDAY PIZZA 
See Our Ad    405 Fair Rd. 
in the D&E        764-7669 
6. North Carolina at Georgia Tech 
powerteL 
JL  PCS    WIRELESS    SERVICES 
871-7522 
9. Virginia Tech at Rutgers 
Ivory Tower 
406 Fair Rd. • 764-5048 
12. Michigan at Michigan State 
C     A WF       E 
See Our Ad in the D&E 
14. Purdue at Ohio State 
607 Brannen #4 
764-6565 
16. Dallas at Philadelphia (NFL) 
We're    Doing    it 
Three   Times   a   Week 
20. NewEnglaiidatKansasaty(NFL) 
Rebecca Swint won the Picks 
Contest by going 16-4. 
" 
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By Mark Mettler 
Staf Writer 
Do you need a job? Most of us don't know where 
we are going after we graduate, and a great many of 
us realy don't even have a direction. 
Once a year, the Georgia Southern Ofice of 
Career Services sponsors the Eagle Expo and Ca- 
reer Fair where it invites employers from its data- 
base of over 400 to educate potential employees 
about their companies and solicit resumes from 
students. 
This year 68 employers wil be on hand at the Russel 
Union Balroom tomorow from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m. 
You might be thinking this event is only for seniors on 
the graduation path. This is not the case. 
Many employers are seeking not only future employ- 
ees but interns and co-op positions as wel. The hiring 
practices of many large companies require them to plan 
12 to 18 months in advance when recruiting from col- 
leges. 
This wil also be an opportunity for freshman and 
sophomores who are undeclared to get an idea of the 
types of jobs and employers available to them when they 
graduate. r 
"Al students, even alumni and faculty are invited to 
atend," Angela Clark, career services advisor at the 
colege of business administration, said. 
Career Services provide many services through- 
out the school year including resume preparation 
assistance, mock interview experience, and the 
scheduling of interviews with potential employers. 
Students should come to the Expo dressed in 
business atire and have a curent copy of their 
resume" for employers they are interested in talking 
with. 
Employers from many sectors of business wil 
be on hand including Cameron & Barkely, a indus- 
trial supply company with ofices throughout the 
southeast; GEICO Direct, a national automobile 
insurance company based in Macon; and Gulfstream 
Aerospace, Savannah's largest employer. Also ex- 
pected to be there are: Sun Trust Bank, New En- 
gland Financial, Wachovia Bank, Johnson & Wales 
University and Eckerd Drug. 
Positions such as computer programmers, auditing 
accountants, financial advisors, sales and customer ser- 
vice assistants, teachers, management training candi- 
dates and graphical design wil al be available for 
students to select from. This is by no means an inclusive 
list; many employers seek employees for a wide variety 
of positions to be filed in the future. 
Tomorow students of GSU wil have an opportunity 
that comes but once a year. Taking advantage of this 
chance could change your life, or even if it doesn't, at 
least you wil broaden your horizons. When opportunity 
knocks, wil you answer? 
Shake-ups abound in Sports Entertainment 
By Michael Russo 
Staf Writer 
This week, I have plenty of top- 
ics to touch upon. So let's get right 
down to business. 
This past Sunday, WWF cre- 
ative team member, Vince Russo, 
resigned and joined WCW. Few 
people realize how important Russo 
realy is in this industry. Russo is 
responsible for taking the WWF 
where it is today, and making it the 
number one sports entertainment 
product out there. 
Not many individuals have a 
grasp or a beter understanding for 
the business than Russo. I wil 
even go as far to say that Russo's 
outlook on sports entertainment is 
equal, maybe even greater, then 
that of the McMahon family. But 
in the mix of al this, one thing is 
for certain, WCW needed him. 
Their story lines lacked originality 
and interest. Russo can give them 
that. Needless to say, I can guaran- 
tee a major turn around in WCW's 
overal product. 
I was glad to see Bret Hart re- 
turn to the ring last night on Nitro 
for the first time since Owen's un- 
timely death. The Hart family is 
wrestling, and Bret Hart belongs in 
the ring entertaining fans across 
the world. 
Test has realy come a long way. 
I can remember when the young 
star had very litle to no fan reac- 
tion. Now however, Test is turning 
a lot of heads and gaining a lot of 
atention. I would expect to see 
Test in some new and interesting 
story lines, as wel as big matches, 
folowing his wedding on October 
11. 
Chris Jericho has realy made a 
mark in the WWF. There had been 
a lot of talk about Jericho leaving 
WCW when his contract expired, 
and that the WWF was very inter- 
ested. 
I can't say honestly I was ex- 
cited about the possibility of Jeri- 
cho coming to the WWF, but now I 
can say I think it was a good choice. 
Jericho has a lot of potential, and 
can be a major player. He's got the 
ring skils, and the mic skils for a 
promising career with WWF En- 
tertainment. 
WCW's choice not to exploit 
Jericho'a abilities was a mistake. 
(And I'm sure they now realize 
that.) And for al the 
"Jerichoholics" out there, you can 
thank Vince Russo for Y2J's push. 
(Just an example of Russo's capa- 
bilities.) 
Am I excited that the New Age 
Outlaws are back together? Hardly. 
I see the rebirth of the two as a 
cheap way to get the bal Bily Gun 
dropped roling again. Bily Gunn 
was given the opportunity to shine, 
and in my opinion, he blew it. He's 
got in-ring skils and the charisma, 
but lacks the ever-so-important skil 
that every "main eventer" must 
have: mic skils. 
Hopefuly the suits in Stamford, 
Conn, are curently working on this 
problem. It would be a shame for 
an athlete the caliber of Bily Gunn 
to be limited because he can't cut a 
good promo. 
That's al for now. In the mean- 
time, keep watchine. 
\ 
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Monday 
Ribeye Night w/ 3 side 
choices $8.99 
$1.00 Longnecks,- .-,: 
25 <f wings 
Tuesday 
Bash Night $7.95 
$1.00 Coronas 
Wednesday 
Fajita Night $5.95 
Trivia Night 
$10 Corona Bucket 
Drink Specials Galore! 
Thursday 
Karaoke 
Rib-Q-Rama $7.95 
$1.00 Margaritas til lOpri 
Friday 
Taylor and Kyle 
Saturday 
Joel and Jen 
*  Chinese Restaurant Dine In • Cary Out • Host Parties 
A Place for Authentic 
Chinese Food 
Located by Winn-Dixie.   jOpen Daily: 
•tthftGe«9-taw 
3IZZA • CALZONES • LASAGNA • SPAGHETTI • STEAK GRINDERS • MEA1 
2 Medium 1-Topping 
Pizzas for only $799 
Lunch Bufet 
11 am to 2 pm 
only 3.99 
Dinner Bufet 4.99 
(weekdays only 6-8) 
HOLIDAY PIZZA 
405 Fair Rd. 
Next to Recreation Dept. 
Open Dailylam-l:30pm 
FREE DELIVERY 
O r 
764-7669 
GO H 50 O 
CO o r 
G-A CLASSIFIEDS 
What a Deal! 
Classifieds are FREE to Students and Faculty! 
(20 Words or Less, Noncommercial) 
i f 
n. 
rej 
t 
X AX^ M M 
EAGLE CINEMA 
AT Ttu- Rrssi-ir. UNION 
A Division of Student Afairs 
Al Movies Show in 
Russel Union 
Theater 
The Generals 
Daughter 
Thursday, Oct. 7 
5:30 pm & 8:00 pm 
Friday, Oct. 8 
7:00 pm & 9:30 pm 
n m nr For more info^cal 486-7270 
om IfF W MOVIE 
Friday, Oct. 8 
9:30 pm 
Free at Paulson Stadium iitm nm iiittfiwiiiiiifiiiiiniitiwiiiiif 
One sure way to get your name in the paper is to 
drink and drive. Be safe this weekend. 
t 
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Today's Quote 
"It's hard to make a comeback when you 
haven't been anywhere." 
— Writen in the dust on the back of an Arizona bus 
GA CLASSIFIEDS, etc 
,5 
4 27 
i 
t 
» 
I 
ACROSS 
Slightly askew 
Deli breads 
Mount in the 
Cascades 
Man's title 
Warmth 
Doorway 
San _, CA UFO crew 
Confused 
Weep Evergreen shrub 
Tenant's 
expense 
Sandwich 
cookies 
Cambodia's 
neighbor 
Theater-sign 
leters 
Frightened 
Basebal stat 
Loses 
composure 
Blasts from the 
past 
Speakers' 
platforms 
27 books of the 
Bible 
Golf-hole starting 
point 
Purifiers 
Drench 
Norway's capital 
Hotel stafers 
Waloping wind 
 Vegas 
School org. 
Slacken 
Roman salad? 
Height 
Show up 
Rip 
Witness 
Made disorderly 
Border 
Tax grp. 
DOWN 
1 Academy Awards 
2 Porous material 
3 California city 
4 Satelite of Saturn 
5 Yearning 
6 Accept 
1 2 
3 1 ' '  6 ' 1 8 9 10 1? 13 14 S 17 •s i 20 I21 22 | 23 24 H 28   28 29 30 1 ' 3? 33 
H34 30 
36 3/ 36 M  
40 4: 42 43 
44 B'  H ' 4/ 48 
49 .  " 
61 
56 
52 
58 
-,:-i '  
i>9 1 57 60 62 63 1 " 65 66 " 
1^99 Tribune Media Services. Inc. 
Al rights reserved 
humiliation 
7 Sound systems 
8 Health resort 
9 Sacred 
10 Prospero's 
servant 
11 Rod and Payne 
12 Brown shade 
13 Kaline and Jolson 
18 Convened 
22 Lennon's Ono 
25 Nocturnal 
marsupial 
26 Transmiters 
28 Bassoon's cousin 
29 Mini drinks 
31 Dream time 
32 School oficials 
34 Tiny portion 
35 Command to 
Fido 
36 In the know 
37 Wine dregs 
38 Inhabitants 
41 Pitfal 
42 Stir up 
43 Got the bronze, 
9^17/99 
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silver or gold 
46 Dance of 1961 
47 Evader 
48 Conical 
dwelings 
50 Mirage, maybe 
52 Obtain 
54 Rescue 
56 Italian curency 
57 Machinery part 
58 Metric square 
measure 
59 Blush color 
61 Label 
10 
i? 
1 
1 
G-A Action Ads 
FREEBIE INFO ALL FREE student and 
faculty ads to be run in the George-Anne 
must have a NAME, P.O. BOX and 
PHONE NUMBER. Ads wil be reject- 
ed if they do not have this information. 
NO EXCEPTIONS. 
•• STUDENTS BEWARE 
ATTENTION - The George-Anne screens 
al advertisements prior to publication. The 
newspaper strives to accept ads for legiti- 
mate products and services only. Students 
are urged to exercise caution when reply- 
ing to ads — particularly those which re- 
quire a credit card number, other personal 
information, or money in advance of the de- 
livery of a product or service. Students are 
also urged to report to the newspaper any 
1 suspicious ofers which they might see in 
an ad. Remember, if an ofer seems too 
good to be true, it probably is. 
STATEMENTOF OPERATIONS: The George-Anne is the oficial student news- paper of Georgia Southern University, owned and operated by GSU students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSU. The 
newspaper is the oldest continuously d in 
Buloch County and Statesboro, Ga. The ideas expressed herein are those of the edi- tor or the individual authors and do not nec- essarily represent the views of the Student 
Media Commitee, the administration, the faculty and staf of Georgia Southern Uni- versity, or the University System of Geor- gia. The George-Anne is published three times weekly during the academic year and 
five times during summers. Any questions regarding content should be directed to the editor at by phone at 912/681-5246 or fax at 912/486-7113. Readers may also send electronic messages to the newspaper staf 
by visiting our web site at htp:/ www.stp.gasou.edu. OFFICES, MAIL, PHONES: Room 2023, F. I. Wiliams Center. The George-Anne, P.O. Box 8001, Georgia Southern Univers- 
ity, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. 912/681-5246 (News) or 912/618-5418 (Advertising) or 912/486-7113 (Fax) 
ADVERTISING INFORMATION 
The George-Anne reserves the right to re- 
fuse any advertisement. 
DISPLAY AD DEADLINE: The deadline for reserv- 
ing space and submiting advertising copy is Noon, 
one week prior to the intended publication date. 
For more information, rate cards, sample publi- 
cations, contact: Jonathan Brooks, Advertising 
Manager, ADS, (912) 681-5418; or Bil Nevile, 
Student Media Coordinator, (912) 681-0069. 
PROOFING/ERRORS/OMISSIONS: The newspa- 
per makes every reasonable efort to present cor- 
rect and complete information in advertisements. 
However, the advertiser is responsible for pioofing 
the ad upon publication and should notify the news- 
paper immediately in the event of an eror. The 
newspaper is not responsible for any erors in ad- 
Placing a G-A Action Ad 
is as Easy as.. 
Commercial and Non-Student Advertising 
1. 
2. 
3. 4. 
5. 
Compose your ad - write down what you want to say concisely and 
clearly. Please include telephone numbers or addresses as warranted. 
Count the words and multiply by 20e per word. Please note: There is a 
$4 minimum per ad. And if your want a copy of you ad as it appears in 
the paper mailed to you, please include $1 per ad for mailing and han- 
dling. 
Pick a category header under which your ad wil appear. 
Pay for your ad (checks or money orders, only, please) 
Send it to us. By mail: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia Southern 
University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit Room 2023 or 
2022 Wiliams Center (top floor) during normal business hours (9am to 
4 pm daily) 
Commercial and Non-Student Display Advertising 
Cal 681 -5418 for assistance. The display classified rate are $7 per column inch. 
ADS representatives wil be happy to help you. 
Student, Faculty and Staf Action Ads 
Curent students, faculty and staf members may place a free classified ad in the 
newspaper at no charge. To qualify, advertisers messages must be 25 words or 
less in length, non-commercial in nature, and the advertiser MUST provide their 
name, Landrum Box and telephone numbers for our records. (Or use the "Rip Us 
Of" free classified coupon which appears periodicaly in the newspaper). Free 
classified may be mailed to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, or brought by Room 2023 
Wiliams Center on campus. Please no phone cals for free ads.. at this price we 
don't take dictation. 
COMMERCIAL ADVERTISING ORDER FORM 
Name 
Address 
J City, State, ZIP 
Telphone Number 
Category of Ad (Circle One 
01 •Announcements 02-Arts & Crafts 
03-Autos for Sale 
04-Auto Parts, Repair 
05'Business Opportunities 06-Child Care 
07»Education 
08»Freebies 
09»Furniture & Appliances 
10'Garage Sales 
Ad Message   
Only) 
11-Help Wanted 
12'Lost& Found 13'Miscelaneous for Sale 
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SEND IT TO: G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, Georgia South- 
ern University, Statesboro, GA 30460; or in person: visit Room 2023 or 2022 Wiliams Center (top floor)  a ........ ............ 
vertisements and its liability for adjustments is lim- 
ited to the amount of space the eror occupied in 
the ad. Further, the newspaper is not responsible 
for any damages caused due to an ad's omission 
from a particular edition and its responsibility sole- 
ly is to reschedule the ad in the next regular edi- 
tion at the regular advertising rates. CLASSIFIED ADS: Free classified ads from stud- 
ents, faculty and staf must be non-commercial in 
nature and submited in writing, with the name of the sender, local address, and phone number. No 
free ads taken via telephone - at this price we 
don't take dictation. One free ad per person per 
week. Commercial classified are 20 cents per word with a $4 minimum per insertion. Tearsheets are 
$2 extra per insertion. CIRCULATION INFORMATION: Subscription 
rates for home delivery of The George-Anne are 
$30 per semester, or $52 per year, delivered by 
third class mail. Please address al inquiries to Zei- 
na Rahme, Business Manager. The George-Anne 
is distributed free of charge on the Georgia South- 
ern University campus through delivery sites lo- 
cated in campus buildings, at of-campus sites, and 
in residence hals. 
NOTICE: Readers may pick up one free copy, and 
a second for a roommate or acquaintance, at dis- 
tribution sites. Additional copies are 35 cents each 
and are available at the Wiliams Center. Howev- 
er, unauthorized removal of additional copies from 
a distribution site constitutes theft under Georgia 
law, a misdemeanor ofense punishable by a fine 
and/or jail time. Editors wil seek to have any per- 
son(s) who removes more than the authorized num- 
ber of copies from distribution sites prosecuted to 
the ful extent of the law. NOTE: We gratefuly acknowledge the theft of our 
slogan - "Liked by Many, Cussed by Some, Read by them AM" - from Robert Wiliams of the Black- 
shear Times. Cal Bob and he can tel you who he 
stole it from originaly. 
20 Announcements 
I.E.E.E MEETING are every 1st and 3rd Tues. of each month. Where Technology Bldg. rm. 2117 For more information. Cal 
Yatina at 681 -3798. 
ESOTERIC. OPEN mic poetry session. This Thurs. @7pm in the union room2041. Al 
are welcome to rock the mic. Peace 
VOTE YATINA Smith for Homecoming Queen '99 sponsored by Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority Inc. 
WHO YOU wit!? Vote Kameelah Martin for Homecoming Queen. Don't setle for any- 
thing less. Sponsored by BSA. 
KAMEELAH ENOUGH said. HOMECOM- ING 1999. Black Student Aliance. 
EAGLE SPORTS MEDICINE ASSOCIA- TION next meeting on October 12th at 7pm 
in sports medicine lab. Al majors and pre- majors are invited. 
Southern Exercise Science Club is meet- ing Thurs. OCt 7th @ 6pm. Holis Bldg. 2102. Everyone invited- please bring a friend- refreshments on hand. 
RESPONSIBLE ROOMATE needed asap! The lodge $250 per month plus half utili- 
ties. Cal Maria at 688-3488 or Keiven at 681-7127. 
DON'T GET caught slippin'l Vote Kamee- lah for Homecoming Royalty. Sponsored by 
the mighty Black Student Aliance. 
SPANISH CLUB is going to Savannah's Congo Club @ 8pm Oct. 8th. Depart from 
Forest Bldg. 1225. 
40 Autos for Sale 
Black Chevy stepside '87 new 262 engine, newly refinished wooded bed, aluminum rims, aksing $4,500. 871-6252 
FOR SALE. 1995 Ford Ranger XLT. 5 speed 87,000 miles $6250 cal Aaron at 489- 
2411 
OLDSMOBILE CUTLASS 88, 4 door, ex- 
celent condition, automatic, new brakes and tires. Runs great. $2,000 cal for more details. 
PLYMOUTH 1954 For sale al original, 6 volt flat head six cylinder 764-5440 
CARS FOR sale red oldsmobile Supreme 89 auto, 2 door, very nice and runs excel- 
lent. Always maintained. New tires and brakes. $3,000 cal for more information 912-489-3430. 
ISUZU PICKUP '87 good condition but needs engine work $800 obo 681 -5828 
80 Computers & 
Software 
HEWLETT PACKARD Deskjet Printer ex- 
celent condition. Barely used $75 obo cal 
541-0601. 
HEWLETT-PACKARD 
Black and white computer printer for sale. 764-5440 
CUSTOM COMPUTER for sale. 600+ mhz, 512+ mbram, dvd-rom, dual processorsa, and anything you can dream up. Cal Mar- cus. 681-2238 orTimberr@aol.com 
COMPUTER FOR sale. Everything you need. Printer, monitor, windows 95 and many others. Pentium processor. $350 
cash. Cal Michael at 681-1054 Box 1094 
PENTIUM 1, 32 meg, 1.2 Gig hard drivel Fax modem, CD-ROm, stereo speakers 15" color monitor, color printer, loaded. $900 
681-2162 
90 Education 
FUN & STUFF VisitourWeb 
site for list of things to do that are educa- 
tional and fun. On-line at http:// 
www.stp.gasou.edu/funstuf/ 
120 Furniture & 
. Appliances 
1 HEADBOARD with frame for $15. 1 four drawer chest for $20.00 1 smal television stand with shelf for $15.00. 1 large glass 
end table trimmed in black and gold for $15.00 ask for Lisa or Robby 681-6384. 
FOR SALE Love seat good condition $30. 
We deliver cal Mat at 489-5895. 
140 Help Wanted 
MINOR CARPENTRY skils needed. Fence building and miscelaneous smal jobs. Part- time. Must be dependable; must work Sat- 
urdays. 488-2323. 
LITTLE CAESARS Pizza is now accepting applications for Delivery Drivers. Apply i per- 
son at 503 Northside Dr. East or cal 764 - 8189. Great Pay 
VOLUNTEERS WANTED to tutor/Mentor 
children, grades3 through 12. GS TOP STEP Workshop wil be Monday 9/27 5pm Wednesday 9.29 6:30 pm and Thurs. 9/30 7pm. Only need atend one session. For 
more information cal Ofice of Volunteer Services. 871-1435 
WINDOW CLEANERS needed. Must have reliable vehicle. 912-842-5681 
$1500 WEEKLY potential mailing our circulars;' No Experience Required. Free information packet. Cal 202-452-5940. 
Mother Goose & Grimm by Mike Peters 
WEB PAGE DEVELOPER needed for fast- growing company dedicated to excelence in education. For confidential interview and 
hight income potential cal Michael today at 489-5298 
160 Miscelaneous for 
Sale 
FOR SALE bar with C02 tank, 2 working 
taps, keg tap, and drain, must see! $250. Cal 912-681-8718 
180 Musical 
RAP AND R&B cd's for sel $6-15. In great condition contact Chris @ 681-4620 or gsi02356@gsaix2.cc.gasou.edu 
MUST SELL! by OCt. 1 stl! Used violin great condition. Great starter instrument! Ful size. $500obo. Includes chin rest. Cal Kelie 871 - 
7689 
190 Personal 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY La'Tisha Shante Evans. We love you! Your friends and roo- mates: Kisha, Roberta, Nigel, Tyisha, Kion- na, KI-KI, and Tameyer. 
Happy Birthday Nicole Charese Porter and Kesha Clark. I love you! Your friend Kenae. 
May you be blessed with many more. 
200 Pets & Supplies 
Puppies to love Yorkies, Min-Pins, Chihua- hua, Peekenese, Jack Russels, Shih-tzus, 
Bosten Terier, Red Dobermans, Rat-Teri- ers, Basset Hounds, Cocker Spainels. 871- 5066 or 685-5651 
AKC REGISTERED Shih-tzu puppies, 2 males and 4 females, avail, mid Nov. $275 each. Dam and sire on site. 912-681-7932 
DISCOVERED THAT i am alergic to my 7 month old kiten. Has shots, liter trained, 
energetic and wel behaved. Free food and kity liter. $30 obo. 541-0601. 
FREE PUPPIES six left, 3 weeks old. Need 
loving homes. 3 males, and 3 females 4 black and 2 Brendle color. Mixed breed. If 
interested please cal 489-2125 ask for Trisha. 
FOR SALE- Registered Persians and Him- alayans. $250 to $300 Beautiful show qual- ity kitens. Please Cal 489-0975 and leave a message Mary Dowling. 
220 Rentals & Real 
Estate 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 
2 bed, 1 bath, Privately owned Stadium Walk. Walk to class! Cal Jenny 564-7450 
NICE TWO bedroom apartment for sub- 
lease in Stadium Walk. End unit, great lo- cation. Available November 1st. Only $200 deposite and $440 month. Cal 871-5555 
GEORGIA VILLA 2 bed apartment for rent immediately. Newly remodeled with wash- er and dryer. $450/mo neg. pager 235-4935 
home 823-3968 On Campus! 
UNIQUE ONE bedroom apartment right on Main Street, room enough for two $275 a month negotiable. Sublease so no deposit 
needed. Cal 489-8583 
250 Sports & Stuff 
FOR SALE set of 4 taebo exercise tapes 
$50. Remote control jeep w/turbo $50. Brand new spankin' Hufy 10 speed $60. Cal 541-0596. 
260 Stereo & Sounds 
3 JL Audio 10W6 subwoofers for $100 each. 
1 pp; 2100 amp for $200. 1 plexiglass speaker box for 3 10" speakers for $125 cal Robby at 681-6384. 
290 Travel 
WINTER - Spring Break 2000 Campus Reps. Cancun, Mazatian, Acapulco, Jamai- ca & S. Padre. Earn feet trips + cash. Cal 
Jason 706-208-9685 or 1-800.SURFS.UP. 
BROWSE ICPT.COM FOR SPRING- 
BREAK "2000" ALL DESTINATIONS OF- FERED. TRIP PARTICIPANTS, STUDENT ORGS. & CAMPUS SALES REPS WANT- ED. FABULOUS PARTIES, HOTES & PRICES. CALL INTER-CAMPUS 800-327- 
6013 
F U N &  ST UFF  VisitourWeb 
site for list of places to visit and things to do 
that are both educational and fun. On-line 
at htp:/www.stp.gasou.edu/fun- 
stuf/ ««*» 
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Rip Us Of. 
That's right - you heard right. Rip us of. Get something for nothing. Say helo to a   „ 
friend. Find a roommate. Get a job. Find a home for a liter of kitens. Buy a wombat.   1 
Or sel your Beamer (right, like you expect us to believe that you - and not your folks    
- actualy have the title to that BMW). Regardless of your purpose (or even if you   j 
are a congenital liar like the Beamer owner), Georgia's liveliest classified ad section    
is for you. Students, faculty and staf can have their 20-word action ads published   I 
for nothing (non-commercial listings only, please). Fil out the litle rectangles below,   J 
and send your ad to G-A Action Ads, POB 8001, GSU or drop them by our ofices in   j 
the Wiliams Center, Room 2023. You MUST include your name and P.O. Box 
number to qualify for a freebie. Remember, keep it short: students, faculty and   ! 
staf must pay 200 per words for those which exceed the 20-word limit. And, please   I 
- no telephone cals.. at this price we don't take dictation.                    J 
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Page 10 —Wednesday, October 6/1999 
GSU students are asked: Are you 
dropping any classes this semester? 
"I'm keeping all of my 
classes, because I am doing 
well in all of them." 
Andrea Jackson 
sophomore, pre-sports 
medicine major 
"Yes, Intro to Basic Program- 
ming, because it is not neces- 
sary for me to graduate." 
Ryan Brenner 
senior, anthropology major 
"I'm dropping World Litera- 
ture because we have to read 
100 pages a night." 
Chad Brown 
sophomore, undeclared 
"I want to, but I can't because     "No. I've never had to worry 
the class I want to drop is a about dropping classes." 
learning support class." 
La'Tisha Evans 
freshman, criminal justice 
major 
Kristen Augsburger 
sophomore, math education 
major 
"Yes. I'm dropping Geology. 
It requires too much time." 
Eric Freeman 
sophomore, engineering major 
All photos by John Bryson 
Thank you for reading The George-Anne. 
GEORGIA SOUTHERN UNIVERSITY'S 
CAMPUS LIFE ENRICHMENT COMMITTEE 
Presents its 
Campus Lecture Series 
"Mindhunter: 
The Real Life Silence of the Lambs'' 
October 11,1999 at 8:00 p.m. 
Russell Union Ballroom 
Tickets are free to GSU students and are available at the 
Union Information Desk and the Banner Ticket Office or by calling 681-0123. 
Tickets for faculty/ staff are $5.00 and $10.00 for the public. 
They may be purchased at the Manner Ticket Office or by calling 681-0123. 
Fickets will also be available at the door if the event is not sold out. 
Doors will open at 7:30 p.m. and seating is open. 
' 
r 
Good HlMes beJrwejeiA fclewte, 
afejQfr -fe-fe beM/Je&A classes. 
:f 
Buy a Coca-Cola® classic from any specially marked on-campus vending 
machine and you could win a commemorative Coca-Cola® classic/NFL T-Shirt*. 
'Specially marked packaging available in specially marked vending machines until 11/30/99 or while supplies last. No purchase necessary. Requests for free 
game piece must be received by 12/28/99. See specially marked vending machines for details or call 1-800-785-2653. 
©1999 The Coca-Cola Company. "Coca-Cola" and the Red Disk Icon are registered trademarks of The Coca-Cola Company. 
